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VOICE OF EYE
"Anthology Two : 1992-1996" 2 x CD

This is a collection rare & unreleased tracks from the U.S. dark ethno/drone cult-project recorded 1992-1996, all re-mastered by
VOICE OF EYE themselves. You can find here the famous "Sprocket" 7" for Drone Records (1994), the lost mCD for ND that was
never released (1995), rare compilation tracks (some of them never came out), plus a complete, fantastic rehearsal for a live show
(1996) and an extract from Tryst 8 (split Cass. with BIG CITY ORCHESTRA, 1995); packed in a nice 6-panel digipack with full
colour artwork by Conundrum incl. early photos of the band.
VOICE OF EYE is an US American (male/female) duo that gained a very strong reputation in the experimental, post-industrial and
new forming & growing "Drone" scene at that time through three fantastic CDs released in the early 90's. They also had one of the
most famous 7"es in the Drone Records vinyl series (DR-09 / 1994), which was never re-issued after. After a 10-year break (where
they built a simply amazing "Earthship" house in the deserts of New Mexico) they returned playing live & releasing new albums (i.e.
a 10" vinyl on our sublabel Substantia Innominata in 2008), going into new & more "musical" & psychedelic directions.
ANTHOLOGY 2 shows the duo from New Mexico in their first active phase (1989-1996) when they refined their unique style which
could be described as very ethereal and atmospheric drone-ambience, often using self-built instruments and objects and the voice
of female member Bonnie McNairn. Their music has often a very emotional & ritualistic quality, without falling in typical "dark
ambient"-clichees. These sounds can really touch your soul at the very core of unconscious being.
ANTHOLOGY 2 is the second volume of rare material, the first one was released last year on the prolific VINYL-ON-DEMAND label
as do-LP. This is also the first non-Troum CD-release on Transgredient Records as we couldn't resist to release this fantastic
material !!

TRACKLISTING :
CD 1 : 1. Ascension of Joelene 2. Flotsam in Solar Wind 3. Succumb 4. I have a dream
5. Selma 6. Peace 7. Belladonna 8. Zirkle 9. Bike 10. Echoes in the Empire
11. Touch 12. Fluvio Labenti 13. Adrift in the Methane Sea.. 14. Nest
CD 2: 1. Sonic Works Live Dress Rehearsal 1996 2. Tryst #8 - excerpt
3. Butterflies and Unicorns

Voice of Eye: www.voiceofeye.com
Transgredient Records : www.dronerecords.de
TRANSGREDIENT RECORDS is a label located in Germany and connected with the drone-ambient group TROUM, dedicated to release
full-length CDs of TROUM and their collaborations with other artists (so far MARTYN BATES and NADJA were released).
In the future TRANSGREDIENT will also release complete albums of befriended bands & artists, to be started with this VOICE OF EYE
doCD (TR-08). TRANSGREDIENT doesn't have an own website, but all available titles can be viewed & ordered (also wholesale) through
DRONE RECORDS at www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de.

